I Have This To Say: The Story Of My Flurried Years

Violet Hunt
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The Story Lyrics. [Verse 1] I've been thinking of everything I used to want to be I've been thinking of everything Of me, of you and me.

[Chorus] This is the story of my life (And these are the lies I have created) This is the story of my life (And these are the lies I have created). [Verse 2] I'm in the middle of nothing And it's where I want to be I'm at the bottom of everything And I finally start to leave.

[Chorus] This is the story of my life (And these are the lies I have created) This is the story of my life (And these are the lies I have created). [Outro] This is the story of my life (And these are the lies I have created). More on Genius. About The Story. This song is the 8th track on the second album of Thirty Seconds to Mars: A Beautiful Lie.